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The Magic Attic
by Chris Ward

Come up to the Magic Attic

Come up to the Magic Attic

Nip up the stairs and find out what’s there

Up in the Magic Attic

Nip up the stairs and find out what’s there

Up in the Magic Attic
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Content Simple directions and an introduction to map reading. An
exploration of positional and directional words i.e. beside,
behind, near, right and left, north, south, east and west.

Story “Helen’s Birthday Present” by Sam McBratney

Song Don’t Forget Your Map by Chris Ward

North, South, East, West,
Go the way that suits you best
Up, Down, Out and In,
Back to the start…and start again

Front, Back, Underneath,
Straight Along and Turn
Over, Under and Beside
That’s the way to learn

Don’t forget your map
Don’t forget your map
Keep it in your cap
But don’t forget your map!

North, South, East, West,
Go the way that suits you best
Up, Down, Out and In,
Back to the start…and start again

Through, Below and Just Across
Down the Middle too
Near the Edge and To the Side
Your map will hold a clue

Don’t forget your map
Don’t forget your map
Keep it in your cap
But don’t forget your map!

North, South, East, West,
Go, the way that suits you best
Up, Down, Out and In,
Back to the start…and start again
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Which Way?
by Chris Ward
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Before the programme pupils might

In class or outside, describe the location of visible features, relative to each
other, using appropriate language e.g. beside, in front of, behind, to the right
of,...

Give each other directions which will take them on classroom journeys of
increasing complexity e.g. from own seat to sink (a) the most direct route, (b)
a route involving more turns.

Use prepared maps of the classroom and orientate or set these by (a) lining
up map symbols (e.g. teacher’s desk) with the real thing and (b) plot their
journeys using a different colour for each one.

After the programme pupils might

In groups, hide their own “treasure” in class, in the hall or in the school grounds
and provide clues for other groups who try to locate it.

Design, individually or in pairs, treasure island maps, which contain features,
discussed by class (e.g. forest, cliffs, bay, headland, river, swamp,...)
and on which N,E,S & W can be used (see worksheet 1).

Find the route taken by children to school on the map: orientate map so that
children are always looking straight down the road they are travelling: how
many right and left turns does the postman make? (see worksheet 2).

Practice orientating simple maps by following a route set out in the hall/
playground.

Programme Roamer to move certain distances in certain directions perhaps
to collect clues about the location of buried treasure.

Take part in an observational walk in the school grounds or locality, putting
the features they noticed into the correct sequence when they return to class.

Use playground compass rose to give them N,E,S & W and sketch one fea-
ture, which they can see when they look in each direction.
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Links with other curricular areas: pupils have opportunities to

English Discuss plans for hiding/hunting treasure with other pupils.
Listen to instructions given by other pupils.
Give instructions orally.
Read instructions.
Write instructions.
Describe experiences orally and in written form.
Make records of observations.
Use a cut away picture of a house to learn the basic parts.
Learn to spell new words.

Drama Act out a scene from “Helen’s Birthday Party.”
Create own versions of the scene.

Maths Use prepositions to indicate position, movement and direction.
Use Roamer to explore movement and direction.

History Put into correct sequence features noted on an observational walk.
Use pictures or a walk to compare old and modern buildings.
Study pictures of Normans and Celts

Science Study and discuss pictures of animals referred to in programme - rab-
bit, mouse, pigeon.
Have jars of water to be warm, hot, hotter, boiling, colder and then use
a thermometer to convert feeling to oC.
Experiment with materials in water to understand floating and sinking
- use corks and corked bottle as main examples of floaters.
Simulate waves in a basin of water to make floaters move.

Geography Discuss how waves wash things up on a beach
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Content Means of transport past, present and in other lands.

Story “Martha Mulgrew’s Plant” by Ann Burnett

Song Put Your Shoes Upon Your Feet” by Chris Ward

(A duet for Cleaner and Rabbit)

Cleaner Well if you need to get around
Rabbit If you need to get around
Cleaner Or if you’re heading into town
Rabbit If you’re heading into town
Cleaner Put your shoes upon your feet
Rabbit Put your shoes upon your feet
Together And you go walking down the street

Cleaner But you can……always take the train
Rabbit Or a jet aeroplane
Cleaner You can just put on your coat
Rabbit Do your travelling in a boat
Cleaner For journeys near or far
Rabbit Sure nothing beats a car

          Together And there’s hardly any fuss when you just hop on a
bus

Cleaner So if you need to get around
Rabbit If you need to get around
Cleaner Or if you’re heading into town
Rabbit If you’re heading into town
Cleaner Put your shoes upon your feet
Rabbit Put your shoes upon your feet

          Together And you go walking down the street

Cleaner But you can travel where you like
Rabbit If you pedal on your bike
Cleaner And a lorry’s good for loads
Rabbit So be careful on the roads
Cleaner If you’re moving round the fields
Rabbit Then a tractor’s got the wheels

          Together And there’s hardly any fuss when you just hop on a

bus

Cleaner Well if you need to get around

Rabbit If you need to get around

Cleaner Or if you’re heading into town

Rabbit If you’re heading into town

Cleaner Put your shoes upon your feet

Rabbit Put your shoes upon your feet

Together And you go walking down the street
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Put Your Shoes Upon Your Feet
by Chris Ward
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Before the programme pupils might

Discuss answers to the question “What is transport?”

Relate types of transport to particular features on playmat (tractor – farm;

petrol tanker – filling station; delivery truck – supermarket;…)

Relate type of transport to particular journeys (bus – class visit to Cultra;

plane – holiday to Majorca,…) (See worksheet 3).

Collect pictures of various forms of transport for collage.

Collect modes of various forms of transport for display.

Investigate methods of travel used by parents/grandparents when they were

at school.

Plan and carry out a road traffic survey at a safe site close to school.

Discuss the number of cars carrying only one person; what problems does

this bring?

Set up “ticket office” or “travel agency” in classroom.

After the programme pupils might

Visit a bus or railway station, and airport or ferry terminal to find out about

that particular form of transport and the jobs associated with it.

Visit a fire or lifeboat station to find out about special forms of transport

Discuss transport in various parts of the world (skidoos in snowy places;

camels in hot deserts; water busses in cities with waterways; underground

railways in large cities;…)

Discuss the good and bad points about various forms of transport (planes –

fast, can carry many people but noisy, expensive and use much fuel; bicycle

- cheap to run, no pollution, uncomfortable in bad weather ) (see worksheet

4)
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Links with other curricular areas: pupils will have opportunities to

English Discuss e.g. merits/demerits of various forms of transport.

Question e.g. bus manager.

Express own thoughts and feelings e.g. about journeys made.

Play roles e.g. in class travel agency.

Read poems/stories about transport.

Interpret photographs and other illustrations in books, magazines and else-

where.

Interpret environmental print such as road signs, notices and tickets. Write

stories/poems relating to transport.
Note observations e.g. at bus station. Write letters e.g. of request to visit/of

thanks. Write labels for transport photographs. Learn new vocabulary and
spellings, transport, bicycle, strenuous, and other place names, vehicles,

steam engine, plane, aeroplane, supersonic, spacecraft, canal, gondola,
sentiments. Talk about favourite ways to travel and best journey Describe

journey to school.
Listen to tape of traffic and travel news on radio. Discuss unusual forms of

transport - hot air balloon, glider, hand glider, cable car.
Discuss what transport might be like in the future.

Help to design an observation sheet.
Collect/record data re traffic survey.

Extract information from a range of charts, diagrams and
tables related to transport.

Enter and access information in a simple database.

Maths Help to design an observation sheet.

Collect/record data re traffic survey.
Extract information from a range of charts, diagrams and

tables related to transport.
Enter and access information in a simple database.

Estimate and find out the time taken by some journeys.
Find out the cost of some journeys.

Estimate and find out the distance of some journeys.
Talk about fastest and slowest forms of transport - speed.

Science Investigate forces which make vehicles move; devices which vehicles use
to store energy.

Learn about energy, forces and friction. Learn about stopping and changing
direction. Learn about gravity - going uphill and downhill.

Learn about sources of energy, how it is released and the waste products
produced - pollution. Learn about the speed of sound and light. Play with toy

vehicles - spring driven, flywheel driven -going uphill, downhill and on the
level.
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History Sequence pictures to show evolution of eg the motor car, the aeroplane,

the ship,...
Use picture time lines to learn about transport in the past on track/roads,

water including rivers and canals, railways, in the air. Famous journeys in
the past fact and fiction - Columbus, Captain Scott, Jason and the Golden

Fleece, Odysseus.

Geography Find out about the jobs associated with energy sources - miners, oil rig work-
ers.

Find out where energy sources are - coal, oil.

R.E. The journey of the Three Kings, the journey into Egypt, the escape from

Egypt.

Art/Design Observe and record aspects of transport in the local environment.

Use resource and reference materials to develop ideas on transport.

Craft Make a toy driven by a twisted rubber band e.g. spool, candle and matchstick.

Make a toy driven by a battery powered electric motor.
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Content A comparison between houses and their contents in the present day and at

the turn of the century. How houses are constructed. Houses in other lands.

Story “Bathtime” by Ann Burnett

Song What is a House to you? by Chris Ward

What is a house to you

What is a house to you

A bundle of sticks or a pile of bricks

What is a house to you

A house is box full of rooms

With vacuum cleaners and brooms

Lots of stairs and comfy chairs

A house is a box full of rooms....

A house has a roof on its head

And plenty of room for a bed

It might be a laugh to sleep in the bath

A house has a roof on its head

So - What is a house to you

What is a house to you

A bundle of sticks or a pile of bricks

What is a house to you

A house has electric light

To brighten up at night

So we can see when we’re eating our tea

A house has electric lights....

A house has a lot of doors

And pipes going under the floors

Taps at the sink to give us a drink

A house has a lot of doors

So - What is a house to you

What is a house to you

A bundle of sticks, or a pile of bricks

A big chunk of ice, wouldn’t that be nice

A hole in the wall, wouldn’t do at all

You could live in a cave, if you’re very brave

You could save on the rent, if you lived in a tent

But you’d need a fire, to keep warm and dry or

You’d not have a house,

You’d not have a house,

So, What is a house to you?
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What is a House to You
by Chris Ward
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Before the programme pupils might

Answer the question “What is a house?”

Identify the main features of houses.

Identify house types: flat/apartment, bungalow, terraced, semi-
detached, detached.

Survey the types of house in which the children of the class live.

Survey the types of house found within easy walking distance of

the school.

Study some of the materials used for building.

Discuss the location of individual houses (a) relative to other

features of the locality (b) in terms of address.

Discuss changes that have taken place recently at their houses
e.g. repainting, erection of new fence, construction of garage.

Find out how land is used around their house: building, garden,
path,...

After the programme pupils might

Investigate the nature of the houses in which their grandparents
lived as children.

Considering the appearance of the house, what building materi-

als were used, how rooms were used, how the house was heated,
how food was cooked,..

Draw a simple picture map illustrating a journey from home to the

shop/a friend’s house/school/...

From a vocabulary list, select words appropriate to an “old” house

and to a “new” house (see worksheet 5).

Sequence some activities involved in building a house (see

worksheet 6).
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Links with other curricular areas: pupils will have opportunities to

English Ask and answer questions and draw conclusions about houses old and new.

Give explanations about features of their own houses.

Express thoughts and opinions about different types of house.

Read and listen to stories and poems about houses.

Build up a vocabulary about houses.

Explore pictures and illustrations relating to houses.

Play roles relating to house building/jobs done in the house.

Write stories/poems about houses.

Label illustrations/diagrams relating to houses and their main features.

Write descriptions of various types of house.

Learn new vocabulary and spellings - pest, electricity, radiators,

semi-detached, igloo.

Maths Learn about the house numbering system in the locality.

Sort pictures of houses into various types.

Help design an observation sheet to be used in fieldwork.

Collect and record data about houses during fieldwork.

Enter and access information about houses in a simple database

Science Explore similarities and differences between themselves and other
children, particularly regarding the need for shelter and the desire for

comfort. Explore the properties of a range of everyday materials, classify
them and find out about their uses.

Assemble and rearrange everyday materials.

Learn about different sources of energy used for heating and light. Learn
about pollution caused by some methods of energy production. Learn

about how some animals make their own body heat whilst others such as
the frog cannot. Talk about hibernation.

Discuss the need for a foundation in a house. Use the song about the

wise man and the foolish man.

Learn about the different materials needed to build a house. Learn about

keeping heat in and out - insulation.

Use a thermometer to measure the temperature of your hand. Put a glove
on and measure the temperature rise.

Place your hand on a piece of polystyrene and feel the heat. Use a ther-
mometer to find out if the heat comes from polystyrene or your hand.

Practise using and reading a thermometer by measuring temperature
close to and away from a heat source.

Explore different ways of joining materials. Find out about some uses of

electricity in the home.

Learn that electricity can be dangerous.
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History Look at pictures of dolls old and modern.

Look at pictures of furniture old and modern. Match according to purpose.

Learn about keeping warm - picture time line of heat sources from log fire
to modern radiator.

Sequence pictures of houses of different periods. Identify obvious differ-
ences between houses past and present.

Talk about possible reasons why people may have acted as they did in the

past.

Keeping warm in bed- picture time line of heat sources from stones to fire

pans to hot water bottles to electric blankets.

Learn about cooking food - picture time line of cooking from log fire to
modern cooker and microwave oven.

Learn about keeping clean - picture time line of heating water and devices
for washing people, clothes, pots, dishes, utensils.

Learn about disposal of waste water and sewage - picture time line of

toilets and drains.

Hear about what happened in the past because of dirty bodies and envi-

ronments.

Health

Education Learn about how and why we keep our bodies and environment clean.

Art/Design Observe and record aspects of their home environment.

Experiment with a range of materials.

Make three-dimensional structures by assembling, arranging

and joining a variety of materials.

Try to build a model igloo using ice cubes.
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Content Shopping from the corner shop to supermarkets, shopping malls and mail

order catalogues.

Story “Timothy Thompson’s Shopping List” by Ann Burnett

Song Shop ‘Till You Drop by Chris Ward

Once upon a time, there was a wee shop

Where you could get a packet of flour

You could buy treats like biscuits and sweets

And chat for half an hour

They used to sell buckets and butter and bacon

And buttermilk and chunks of cheese

They could sell you soap or a skipping rope

And lots of different teas

But now you....

Shop ‘till you drop, shop ‘till you drop

Bring along your car and park it

Shop ‘till you drop, shop ‘till you drop

Shopping at the supermarket

On the supermarket shelves there are rows and rows

And rows of different items

Freezers full of meat and ice cream tubs

And the prices say how much it is to buy them

You can fill your trolley with pepper and peas

Soda bread, scallions and shampoo

Then spend half an hour at the checkout point

Standing in the “super-shopping” shop queue

Then you....

Shop ‘till you drop, shop ‘till you drop

Bring along your car and park it

Shop ‘till you drop, shop ‘till you drop

Shopping at the supermarket

Shop ‘till you drop, shop ‘till you drop

Bring along your car and park it

Shop ‘till you drop, shop ‘till you drop

Shopping at the supermarket
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Shop “Till You Drop
by Chris Ward
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Before the programme pupils might

Talk about what a shop is, the different types that exist and where they are

usually found (also see worksheet 7).

Sort items bought (by the teacher) on a shopping trip into certain catego-

ries e.g. food, medicines, clothing, hardware, magazines. Find out how

often people go shopping for some of these categories.

Carry out surveys to find, for example, the most useful shop and the most

popular shop.

Investigate the changing pattern of shopping from specialist shops to

supermarkets.

Set up a class shop for use in structured activities.

After the programme pupils might

Compose a list of questions about shops, shopkeepers and shoppers

which might be asked on a visit to a shop (consider: when does shop
open/close? how many people work there? all the time? how are holidays

arranged? where do some of the goods comes from? how long has the
shop been there? how does the shopkeeper know what to order? how are

goods delivered to the shop?...)

Visit a local shop, by arrangement; work through appropriate parts of

questionnaire.

Collect food labels from home and plot country of origin on wallmap. Note

countries of origin on own toys, clothes and plot on wallmap.
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Links with other curricular areas: pupils will have opportunities to

English Compose and ask questions; draw conclusions about the lives

of shopkeepers and their staff.
Express own thoughts, feelings and opinions about shops.

Read labels, advertisements.
Write own advertisement.

Pick out new vocabulary and learn to spell.

Using pictures match goods, with shops.

Maths Collect and record and compare data on numbers of customers entering

e.g. newsagent’s and shoe shops over same time; (Eng:- suggest reasons
for difference).

Describe location of shops in street/mall using “to the right of, under-
neath...).

Describe location of certain goods in shop/supermarket (Eng. suggest
reasons e.g. for chocolate being at checkout).

Recognise and know how to use coins in simple transactions. Use and
understand the conventional way of recording in money. Add and subtract

money up to at least £10 and use in problem-solving situations.

Calculate the ‘profit’ earned on some items by a shop-keeper.

Science Find out what makes food go ‘bad’.

Experiment with milk and bread in the ‘fridge and at room temperature -
find out which milk ‘smells’ first and which bread goes ‘mouldy’ first.

Learn about the methods of keeping food fresh - dried, pickled, tinned, fro-

zen.

History Investigate some changes which have occurred, since the 1950s, in shops
and what they sell.

Learn about £sd and compare with money today. Use coin collections if
available.

Compare two baskets of basic groceries, past and present, in terms of
cost.

Compare prices past and present of a variety of goods.

Geography Discuss how the goods are brought to the shops - by lorry,
ship, train and van.

Discuss the jobs that people have in the food industry. Discuss what hap-

pens to used bottles, containers, wrapping, waste food - study and discuss

picture or film of a rubbish dump. Think about what goes into their bin every

week.

Art/Design Make model street/mall using decorated cereal packets as shops;
locate correctly.

Compare shops’ advertisements from local paper; which is best? why?

Design an advertisement for the school tuck shop or the class shop.
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Content Life-cycle of a loaf of bread, from the wheat fields of Canada, via Belfast

Docks and the Ormeau Bakery to the supermarket shelves.

Story “Harold Scabbyknees” by Bernagh Brims

Song Big Loaf Rap by Chris Ward

Brown bread, white bread, soda bread and pan

No one makes potato bread the way the baker can

Barmbrack, wheaten farls, big white baps
‘Cos the bread is on its way

Cut the wheat when it’s ready to eat

Take it down the hill to the rolling mill
Crush it with power ‘till you get the flour

‘Cos the bread is on its way

You gotta go slow when you mix that dough
Use water and yeast, make it ready for the feast

Then grease that tin and slap it in
‘Cos the bread is on its way

Brown bread, white bread, soda bread and pan

No one makes potato bread the way the baker can
Barmbrack, wheaten farls, big white baps

‘Cos the bread in on its way

How long does it take for a loaf to bake
In the oven’s hot fire, turn the gas up higher

You won’t believe your eyes when the dough starts to rise
‘Cos the bread is on its way

Now what have we got when its fresh and hot

There ain’t no dust on my crunchy crust
Tell me if it’s nice and I’ll cut another slice

‘Cos the bread is on its way

Brown bread, white bread, soda bread and pan
No one make potato bread the way the baker can

Barmbrack, wheaten farls, big white baps

‘Cos the bread is on its way
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Before the programme pupils might

Make a collection of samples of various types of bread; discuss the quali-

ties of each.

Carry out a class or school survey of preferences in types of bread.

Examine the ingredients section of bread wrappers to find out what goes

into a loaf.

Use a simple recipe, and the help of the cook, to make their own bread.

Identify the countries of origin of some of the ingredients; plot these on

wallmap.

Discuss the jobs involved in producing a loaf and delivering it to a shop.

After the programme pupils might

Visit a bakery to see the ingredients of a loaf coming together, baking
taking place and the finished article being wrapped.

Visit a supermarket to find out how popular some types of loaf are.

Discuss different jobs and forms of transport involved in bringing a loaf to
a shop shelf/to your door.

Put into the correct sequence some picture/diagrams depicting the jour-

ney of a loaf (see worksheet 9).

Investigate the same ideas regarding another product such as milk.
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Maths Make sensible estimates of small numbers of items e.g. number loaves in

one tray.

Know the meaning of kilogram. Sequence events in the production of a
loaf.

Collect and record data which would assist in the sequencing of events.
Extract information from an increasing range of charts, diagrams and

tables relating to the production/journey of a loaf.

Enter and access information, e.g. number of loaves sold, in a simple data-

base.

Science Work with a range of materials e.g. the ingredients necessary to make
their loaf.

Explore the properties of these materials. Observe the effects of extreme

heat upon their mixture. Find out about some uses of, and the dangers of,
electricity. Study the effect of yeast and baking soda plus buttermilk (acid)

on dough.

Add acetic acid (vinegar) to sodium bicarbonate (baking soda) and ob-

serve the bubbling -listen to the hiss. Discuss what the bubbles of gas
would do to the dough.

Links with other curricular areas: pupils will have opportunities to

English Give instructions, express opinions; listen to instructions, consider the

opinions of others.

Play roles related to jobs investigated in fieldwork visit to bakery. Describe
sights, sounds, smells encountered in class bakery/on visit to bakery.

Read for information and instruction e.g. simple recipe, lists of ingredients.

Read environmental print e.g. notices in factory/shop.

Write stories/poems based on knowledge and understanding gained

about the journey of a loaf.

Write letters of request/thanks to cook/bakery/shop.

Write simple notes recording thoughts/observations while on fieldwork.

Learn new vocabulary and spellings - sandwich, flask, tea, cheese, to-
mato etc.

Write a description of favourite lunch box contents including drink. Discuss
uses of bread other than sandwiches - toast, puddings and poultice.

Discuss the moral implications of ‘Harold Scabbyknees’ (i.e. Did he delib-

erately cheat the shopkeeper? Should he have admitted he hadn’t cut his
knees on her doorstep? What would his mother feel about her ‘present’?)
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Find out how cereal plants use sunshine energy to grow and make flour.

Learn about and recognise wheat, oats, barley, rye and maize. Grow
cereals from seed on sunny windowsills, To find out what happens to

seeds underground use a cylinder of blotting paper to line a glass jar. Fill
the jar with damp paper, sawdust or peat. This keeps the paper pressed

against the glass and provides the dampness needed to germinate the
seeds. Place seeds between the paper and the glass and put the jar in a

warm cupboard. Examine every day and do not allow the paper to dry out.
When the seeds germinate record their progress each day and measure

the growth of root and shoot. Note that the shoot grows upwards and the
root grows downwards -even when the jar is turned upside down.

Find out how we use flour to make energy and grow - our digestive sys-
tem. Discuss how a pot of tea is made - dissolving and solution.

Find out how a flask keeps liquids hot or cold.

Discuss all of the foods mentioned in the programme and find out about
their production.

History Identify obvious differences between past and present in making, transporting

and selling loaves.

Sequence pictures, diagrams, simple verbal descriptions of the various stages
in the journey of a loaf.

Find out when cereals were first used by people.

Learn about grinding of cereals using querns - use pictures. Try grinding
wheat or barley between two stones.

Use old pictures to learn about cereal farming and milling in the past. Use

old pictures to learn about baking in the past.

Geography Find out about the tea plant and the production of tea.

Find out where tea comes from and how it gets here.

Types of bread from other countries - baguette, pitta, nan

Art/Design Observe and record change in the loaf mixture - become aware of colours,

shapes, textures relating to different types of bread. Make models from dough

and damp bread - paint when dry.
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